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Abstract
Few-shot learning can find the latent structure information between the prior knowl-
edge and the queried data by the similarity metric of meta-learning to construct the
discriminative model for recognizing the new categories with the rare labeled samples.
Most existing methods try to model the similarity relationship of the samples in the
intra tasks, and generalize the model to identify the new categories. However, the rela-
tionship of samples between the separated tasks is difficultly considered because of the
different metric criterion in the respective tasks. In contrast, the proposed high-order
structure preserving graph neural network(HOSP-GNN) can further explore the rich
structure of the samples to predict the label of the queried data on graph that enables
the structure evolution to explicitly discriminate the categories by iteratively updat-
ing the high-order structure relationship (the relative metric in multi-samples,instead
of pairwise sample metric) with the manifold structure constraints. HOSP-GNN can
not only mine the high-order structure for complementing the relevance between sam-
ples that may be divided into the different task in meta-learning, and but also generate
the rule of the structure updating by manifold constraint. Furthermore, HOSP-GNN
doesn’t need retrain the learning model for recognizing the new classes, and HOSP-
GNN has the well-generalizable high-order structure for model adaptability. Experi-
ments show that HOSP-GNN outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on supervised
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and semi-supervised few-shot learning in three benchmark datasets that are miniIma-
geNet, tieredImageNet and FC100.
Keywords: high-order structure preserving, few-shot learning, meta-learning,
manifold constraint
1. Introduction
Visual content recognition and understanding have greatly made progress based
on the advances of deep learning methods that construct the discriminative model by
training large-scale labeled data. In fact, two reasons limit the current deep learning
methods for efficiently learning new categories. One is that human annotation cost is
high for large-scale data (for example, thousands of the diversity samples in the same
category and hundreds of the various categories in one cognition domain), the other is
that the rare samples of some categories are not enough for the discriminative model
training. Therefore, it is still a challenge question that the discriminative model is
learned from the rare samples of the categories. To solve this question, few-shot learn-
ing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12]proposed from the inspiration of
human visual system has been an attracted research to generalize the learning model to
new classes with the rare samples of each novel category by feature learning [13] [14]
[15] [16] [17] [18]or meta-learning [12] [19] [20][21] [22] [23]. Feature learning em-
phasises on feature generation and extraction model construction based on invariance
transfer information, while meta-learning focuses on the relevance model between the
samples for mining the common relationship of data samples by the episode training.
Meta-learning can transfer the available knowledge between the collection of the
separated tasks, and propagate the latent structure information to enhance the model
generalization and to avoid the model overfitting. Therefore, meta-learning is one
of most promising directions for few-shot learning. However, meta-learning is con-
structed based on the large-scale separated tasks, and each task have the respective
metric criterion that causes the gap of the transfer information between the samples
of the separated tasks(the details in figure 2). Although existing methods can relieve
this gap to a certain extend by the same sample filling into the different tasks, it is
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still difficult to build the approximated metric criterion of the different tasks for effi-
ciently information transfer and propagation. Therefore, we present HOSP-GNN that
attempts to construct the approximated metric criterion by mining high-order structure
and updates these metric values between samples by constraining data manifold struc-
ture for few-shot learning. Figure 1 illustrates the difference between HOSP-GNN and
the most meta-learning for few-shot learning conceptually.
Figure 1: The illustration of the difference between HOSP-GNN and the most meta-learning for few-shot
learning.S stands for support set;Q is query set;the different color circles describe the labeled samples of the
different classes in S; the gray color circles represent unlabeled samples in Q;the black solid lines between
circles show the structure relationship of the labeled samples;the black dot lines between circles are the
predicted structure relationship between labeled and unlabeled samples; the blue dot lines between circles
across tasks indicate the latent high-order structure of samples.
Our contributions mainly have two points as follow.
• One is to find the high-order structure for bridging the gap between the met-
ric criterion of the separated tasks. The importance of this point is to balance
the consistence of the same samples in the different tasks, and to enhance the
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transferability of the similar structure in the learning model.
• Another is to smooth the structure evolution for improving the propagation sta-
bility of the model transfer by manifold structure constraints. This point try
to minimize the difference of the transformation projection between the similar
samples, and to maximize the divergence of the transformation projection be-
tween the dissimilar samples for efficiently preserving the graph structure learn-
ing of data samples.
2. Related Works
In recent few-shot learning, there mainly are two kinds of methods according to
the different learning focuses. One is feature learning based on the data representation
of model extraction, and another is meta-learning based on the metric relationship of
model description.
2.1. Feature Learning
Feature learning [24] [25] [26] [13] [14] [15]for few-shot learning expects to in-
herit and generalize the well characteristics of the pre-train model based on large-scale
samples training for recognizing new classes with few samples.
Because few samples often can not satisfy the necessary of the whole model train-
ing, the recent representative methods usually optimize the part parameters or structure
of the pre-trained model by few samples for feature learning. For example,Bayesian op-
timization to Hyperband (BOHB) optimizes hyper-parameters by searching the smaller
parameter space to maximize the validation performance for generic feature learning
[18]; Geometric constraints fine-tune the parameters of one network layer with a few
training samples for extracting the discriminative features for the new categories [17];
Bidirectional projection learning (BPL) [16] utilizes semantic embedding to synthe-
size the unseen classes features for obtaining enough samples features by competitive
learning. These methods attempt to find the features invariance by partly fine-tuning
the pre-trained model with the different constraints for recognizing the new classes
with the few instances.
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However, these methods can not explicitly formulate the metric rules for learning
the discriminative model between new categories, moreover, these methods need re-
train the model to adapt the distribution of new categories. It can lead to the degraded
classification performance for few-shot learning and the more complicated optimiza-
tion strategy in validation and test phases.
2.2. Meta-Learning
Meta-learning [1] [5] [12][27] [28] [19] [20]for few-shot learning tries to construct
the relevances between samples in the base classes for generalizing the model to the
new classes. These methods can learn the common structure relationship between
samples by training on the collection of the separated tasks.In terms of the coupling
between the model and the data, meta-learning can mainly be divided into two groups.
One group is the model optimization to quickly fit the distribution of new cate-
gories. Typical methods attempt to update the model parameters or optimizer for this
purpose. For instance, meta-learner long short-term memory (LSTM) [4] can update
the model parameters to initialize the classifier network for the quick training conver-
gence in the few samples of each classes; Model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) [3]
can train the small gradient updating based on few learning data from a new task to
obtain the well generalization performance; Latent embedding optimization(LEO)[29]
can learn the latent generative representation of model parameters based on data depen-
dence to decouple the gradient adaptation from the high-dimension parameters space.
Another group is metric learning to describe the structure relationship of the sam-
ples between support and query data for directly simulating the similarity metric of the
new categories. The recent methods trend to enhance the metric structure by con-
straint information for the better model generalization in the new categories. For
example,edge-labeling graph neural network (EGNN)[8] can update graph structure
relationship to directly exploit the intra-cluster similarity and the inter-cluster dissim-
ilarity by iterative computation; Meta-learning across meta-tasks (MLMT) [21] can
explore their relationships between the random tasks by meta-domain adaptation or
meta-knowledge distillation for boosting the performance of existing few-shot learning
methods; Absolute-relative Learning (ArL)[22] can both consider the class concepts
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and the similarity learning to complement their structure relationship for improving
the recognition performance of the new categories; Continual meta-learning approach
with Bayesian graph neural networks(CML-BGNN) [23] can implement the continual
learning of a sequence of tasks to preserve the intra-task and inter-task correlations by
message-passing and history transition.
In recent work, meta-learning based on metric learning shows the promising per-
formance for recognizing the new categories with the few samples. These methods ini-
tially focus on the structure relation exploitation between support set and query set by
modeling metric distances, and subsequent works further mine the relevance by mim-
icking the dependence between the separated tasks for enhancing the discrimination of
the new categories. However, these methods depend on the projection loss between
the seen and unseen classes [21] or Bayesian inference based on low-order structure
(the metric of the pairwise data) [23] for considering the structure relationship between
the intra or inter tasks. It is difficult to describe the latent high-order structure from
the global observation. Therefore, the proposed HOSP-GNN expects to capture the
high-order structure relationship based on samples metric for naturally correlating the
relevance between the intra or inter tasks for improving the performance of few-shot
learning.
3. High-order structure preserving graph neural network
Few-shot classification attempts to learn a classifier model for identifying the new
classes with the rare samples. Ce or Cn respectively stands for a existing classes set
with the large samples or a new classes set with the rare samples, and Ce
⋂
Cn =
∅,but they belong to the same cognise domain. The existing classes data set De =
{(xi, yi)|yi ∈ Ce, i = 1, ..., |De|}, where xi indicates the i-th image with the class
label yi, |De| is the number of the elements in De. Similarly, the new classes data set
Dn = {(xi, yi)|yi ∈ Cn, i = 1, ..., |Dn|}, where xi indicates the i-th image with the
class label yi, |Dn| is the number of the elements in Dn. If each new class includes
K labeled samples, the new classes data set is K-shot sample set. In other word,
|Dn| = K|Cn|, where |Cn| is the number of the elements in Cn. Few-shot learning is
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to learn the discriminative model from Dn to predict the label of the image sample in
the test set Dt that comes from Cn and Dn
⋂
Dt = ∅.
3.1. Meta-learning for few-shot learning based on graph neural network
In meta-learning, the classifier model can be constructed based on the collection of
the separated tasks T = {S,Q} that contains a support set S from the labeled samples
in Dn and a query set Q from unlabeled samples in Dt. To build the learning model
for few-shot learning, S includes K labeled samples and N classes, so this situation is
called N -way-K-shot few-shot classification that is to distinguish the unlabeled sam-
ples from N classes in Q.
In practise, few-shot classification often faces the insufficient model learning based
on the new classes data set Dn with the rare labeled samples and Dt with unlabeled
samples. In this situation, the model difficultly identifies the new categories. Therefore,
many methods usually draw support from the transfer information of De with a large
labels samples to enhance the model learning for recognizing the new classes. Episodic
training [5] [8] is an efficient meta-learning for few-shot classification. This method
can mimicN -way-K-shot few-shot classification inDn andDt by randomly sampling
the differently separated tasks in De as the various episodics of the model training. In
each episode, Tep = (Sep, Qep) indicates the separated tasks with N -way-K-shot T
query samples, where the support set Sep = {(xi, yi)|yi ∈ Cep, i = 1, ..., N ×K}, the
query set Qep = {(xi, yi)|yi ∈ Cep, i = 1, ..., N × T}, Sep ∩Qep = ∅, and the class
number |Cep| = N . In the training phase, the class set Cep ∈ Ce, while in test phase,
the class set Cep ∈ Cn. Many episodic tasks can be randomly sampled from De to
simulate N -way-K-shot learning for training the few-shot model, whereas the learned
model can test the random tasks fromDn for few-shot classification byN -way-K-shot
fashion. If we construct a graph Gep = (Vep, Eep, Tep) (here, Vep is the vertex set of
the image features in Tep, and Eep is the edge set between the image features in Tep.)
for describing the sample structure relationship in each episodic task, meta-learning for
few-shot learning based on L layers graph neural network can be reformulated by the
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cross-entropy loss Lep as following.
Lep = −
L∑
l=1
∑
(xi,yi)∈Qep
yi log(h
l
W (f(xi,Wf );Sep, Gep))
= −
L∑
l=1
∑
(xi,yi)∈Qep
yi log(yˆli)
(1)
yˆli = softmax(
∑
j 6=i and c∈Cep
elijδ(yi = c)) (2)
here, yˆli is the estimation value of yi in lth layer;e
l
ij is edge feature of the lth layer
in graph Gep; δ(yi = c) is equal one when yi = c and zero otherwise;f(•) with the
parameter set Wf denotes the feature extracting function or network shown in Figure
4(a); hlW (f(xi);Sep, Gep) indicates few-shot learning model in the lth layer by train-
ing on Sep and Gep, and W is the parameter set of this model. This few-shot learning
model can be exploited by the meta-training minimizing the loss function 1, and then
recognize the new categories with the rare samples.
3.2. High-order structure description
In few-shot learning based on graph neural network, the evolution and generation
of the graph plays a very important role for identifying the different classes. In each
episodic task of meta-learning, existing methods usually measure the structure rela-
tionship of the samples by pairwise way, and an independence metric space with the
unique metric criteria is formed by the similarity matrix in graph. In many episodic
tasks training, the various metric criteria lead to the divergence between the different
samples structure relationship in Figure 2. It is the main reason that the unsatisfactory
classification of the new categories.
To reduce the difference between the metric criteria of the episodic tasks, we at-
tempt to explore the high-order structure of the samples by building the latent connec-
tion. The traditional pairwise metric loses the uniform bench marking because of the
normalization of the sample separation in independence tasks. However, the absolutely
uniform bench marking is difficult to build the high-order structure relation between
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Figure 2: The difference between the metric criteria of the episodic tasks. In each episodic training and
testing, Sep stands for support set; Qep is query set;the different color circles describe the labeled sample of
the different classes in Sep; the gray color circles represent unlabeled samples in Qep;the black solid lines
between circles show the structure relationship of the labeled samples;the black dot lines between circles are
the predicted structure relationship between labeled and unlabeled samples.
the samples of the different tasks. Therefore, we define the relative metric graph of
multi-samples in a task as high-order structure relation, and the same samples by
random falling into the independence task make this relative metric relationship widely
propagate to the other samples for approximating to the uniform bench marking under
the consideration with the interaction relationship between the episodic tasks.
More concretely, the relative metric graph Gˆep = (Vˆep, Eˆep, Tep), where Tep =
{(xi, yi)|(xi, yi) ∈ Sep or (xi, yi) ∈ Qep, yi ∈ Cep, Sep
⋂
Qep = ∅, i = 1, ..., N ×
(K + T )}, the vertex set Vˆep = {vi|i = 1, ..., N × (K + T )}, the edge set Eˆep =
{eij |i = 1, ..., N × (K + T ) and j = 1, ..., N × (K + T )}. To describe the relative
relationship between features, we can build L layers graph neural network for learning
edge feature elij (graph structure relationship) and feature representation v
l
i in each
layer, where l = 0, ..., L. In the initial layer, each vertex feature v0i can be computed
by feature difference as following.
u0i = f(xi), i = 1, ..., N × (K + T ), (3)
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v0i =
u
0
i − u0i+1, i = 1, ..., N × (K + T )− 1,
u0i − u01, i = N × (K + T ),
(4)
here, f(•) is the feature extracting network shown in Figure 4(a). The vertex can repre-
sented by two ways. One is that the initial vertex feature u0i is described by the original
feature. Another is that v0i is a relative metric based on u
0
i in 0th layer. We expect
to construct the higher order structure elij1 (the first dimension value of edge feature
between vertex i and j in l layer) based on this relative metric for representing edge
feature under the condition with the pairwise similarity structure elij2 and dissimilarity
structure elij3(these initial value of 0 layer is defined by the labeled information of Sep
in Equation 5). Therefore, the initial edge feature can be represented by the different
metric method as following.
e0ij =

[e0ij1 || e0ij2 = 1 || e0ij3 = 0], yi = yj and (xi, yi) ∈ Sep,
[e0ij1 || e0ij2 = 0 || e0ij3 = 1], yi 6= yj and (xi, yi) ∈ Sep,
[e0ij1 || e0ij2 = 0.5 || e0ij3 = 0.5], otherwise,
(5)
here, || is concatenation symbol, e0ij1 can be calculated by the metric distance of the
difference in Equation 6, and elij1 can be updated by Equation 10. It shows the further
relevance between the relative metric, and indicates the high-order structure relation of
the original features.
e0ij1 = 1− ‖ v0i − v0j ‖2 /
∑
k
‖ v0i − v0k ‖2, (xi, yi) ∈ Sep
⋃
Qep, (6)
Figure 3 shows the relationship between pairwise metric and high-order metric in lth
layer, and the high-order metric involves any triple vertex features uli,u
l
j and u
l
k in Gˆep
in each task. In these features, ulj is a benchmark feature that is randomly sampled by
the separated tasks. The common benchmark feature can reduce the metric difference
between samples of the separated tasks.
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Figure 3: The relationship between pairwise metric dlpairwise metric(left figure) and high-order metric
dlhigh−order metric(right figure) in lth layer. f
l
p(•) and W lp respectively are pairwise metric network
projection and parameter set in lth layer, while f lh(•) and W lh respectively are high-order metric network
projection and parameter set in lth layer.The black vector indicates the original vertex, the blue vector is the
low-order metric vector ( the relative metric based on the original vertex), and the red vector stands for the
high-order metric vector.
3.3. High-order structure preserving
HOSP-GNN can construct L layers graph neural network for evolving the graph
structure by updating the vertex and edge features. Moreover, we expect to preserve
the high-order structure layer by layer for learning the discriminative structure between
samples in the separated tasks. l = 1, ..., L is defined as the layer number. In detail, uli
can be updated by ul−1i ,v
l−1
i and e
l−1
ij in Equation 7, while e
l
ij can be updated byu
l−1
i ,
vl−1i and e
l−1
ij in Equation 10,11 and 12.
uli = f
l
v([
∑
j
e˜l−1ij1 v
l−1
j ||
∑
j
e˜l−1ij2 u
l−1
j ||
∑
j
e˜l−1ij3 u
l−1
j ],W
l
v), (7)
vli =
u
l
i − uli+1, i = 1, ..., N × (K + T )− 1,
uli − ul1, i = N × (K + T ),
(8)
here,|| is concatenation symbol, e˜l−1ijk = el−1ijk /
∑
k e
l−1
ijk (k = 1, 2, 3), and f
l
v(•) is the
vertex feature updating network shown in Figure 4(b),and W lv is the network param-
eters in lth layer. This updating process shows that the current vertex feature is the
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aggregative transformation of the previous layer vertex and edge feature in the differ-
ent metrics, and can propagate the representation information under the consideration
with edge feature (high-order structure information) layer by layer evolution. In 7,
high-order structure influences the vertex representation by transforming aggregation
computation, but can not efficiently transfer layer by layer. Therefore, we expect to
preserve high-order structure layer by layer by updating edge features. According to
manifold learning [30] and structure fusion[31], structure information (the similarity
relationship of samples) can be held from the original space to the projection space by
minimizing the metric difference of these spaces. Similarly, high-order evolution based
on graph neural network may obey the same rule for computing edge feature of each
layer with the vertex feature updating. Therefore, we can construct the manifold loss
by layer-by-layer computation for constraining the model optimization.
Lml =
∑
i,j,l
f lh(‖vli − vlj‖2,W lh)el−1ij1 +
∑
i,j,l
f lp(‖uli − ulj‖2,W lp)el−1ij2 +
∑
i,j,l
(1− f lp(‖uli − ulj‖2,W lh))el−1ij3 ,
(9)
here,Lml is the loss of the manifold structure in the different layer and metric method
(The first term is the manifold constrain for high-order structure, while the second and
third terms are respectively the manifold constrain for similarity and dissimilarity);
f lh(•) is the high-order metric network in Figure 4(c) between vertex features, and W lh
is the parameter set of this network in lth layer; f lp(•) is the pairwise metric network in
Figure 4(c) between vertex features, and W lp is it’s parameter set in lth layer. 9 shows
that the different manifold structures between layers can be preserved for minimizing
Lml. The edge updating based on high-order structure preserving is as following.
e¯lij1 =
f lh(‖vli − vlj‖2,W lh)el−1ij1∑
k f
l
h(‖vli − vlk‖2,W lh)el−1ik1 /
∑
k e
l−1
ik1
, (10)
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e¯lij2 =
f lp(‖uli − ulj‖2,W lp)el−1ij2∑
k f
l
p(‖uli − ulk‖2,W lp)el−1ik2 /
∑
k e
l−1
ik2
, (11)
e¯lij3 =
(1− f lp(‖uli − ulj‖2,W lp))el−1ij3∑
k(1− f lp(‖uli − ulk‖2,W lp))el−1ik3 /
∑
k e
l−1
ik3
, (12)
elij = e¯
l
ij/‖e¯lij‖1. (13)
Therefore, The total loss Ltotal of the whole network includes Lep and Lml.
Ltotal = Lep + λLml, (14)
here, λ is the tradeoff parameter for balancing the influence of the different loss. Figure
4 shows the network architecture of the proposed HOSP-GNN.
To indicate the inference details of HOSP-GNN, algorithm 1 shows the pseudo
code of the proposed HOSP-GNN for predicting the labels of the rare samples. This
algorithm process contains four steps. The first step (line 1 and line 2) initializes the
vertex feature and the edge feature. The second step (line 4 and line 5) updates the
vertex features layer by layer. The third step (from line 6 to line 8) updates the edge
features layer by layer. The forth step (line 9) predicts the labels of the query samples.
4. Experiment
To evaluating the proposed HOSP-GNN, we carry out four experiments. The first
experiment involves the baseline methods comparison. The second experiment con-
ducts the state-of-the-art methods comparison. The third experiment implements semi-
supervised fashion for few-shot learning. The forth experiment assesses the layer effect
for graph model, and the loss influence for the manifold constraint.
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Figure 4: The network architecture of the proposed HOSP-GNN.(a) is the total network structure, (b) and
(c) respectively are vertex and edge updating network in (a). MLP is a multilayer perceptron; DU indicates
the difference unit for the relative metric; Conv stands for a convolutional block that includes 96 channels
of 1× 1 convolution kernel, batch normalization unit, and LeakReLU unit;Sep stands for support set; Qep
is query set;the different color circles describe the labeled samples of the different classes in Sep; the gray
color circles represent unlabeled samples in Qep;the black solid lines between circles show the structure
relationship of the labeled samples;the black dot lines between circles are the predicted structure relationship
between labeled and unlabeled samples;Lep is the loss metric between the real labels and the predicted
labels; Lml is the loss metric between high structures layer by layer;vli is the ith vertex feature in the lth
layer of graph;elij is the edge feature between the vertex i and j in the lth layer of graph;f(•) denotes
the feature extracting network;f lv(•) indicates the vertex feature updating network in the lth layer; f lh(•)
denotes the high-order metric network between vertex features in the lth layer; f lp(•) stands for the pairwise
metric network between vertex features in the lth layer.
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Algorithm 1 The inference of the HOSP-GNN for few-shot learning
Input: Graph, Gˆep = (Vˆep, Eˆep, Tep), where Tep = {(xi, yi)|(xi, yi) ∈ Sep or xi ∈
Qep, yi ∈ Cep, Sep
⋂
Qep = ∅, i = 1, ..., N × (K+T )},Vˆep = {vi|i = 1, ..., N ×
(K + T )}, Eˆep = {eij |i = 1, ..., N × (K + T ) and j = 1, ..., N × (K + T )};
Model parameter, W = {Wf ,W lv,W lh|l = 1, ..., L}
Output: The query samples of the predicted labels {yˆli|i = 1, ..., N × T and l =
1, ..., L}
1: Computing the initial vertex feature v0i by feature difference in Equation 4
2: Computing the initial edge feature e0ij as high-order structure in Equation 5
3: for 1 ≤ l ≤ L do
4: for 1 ≤ i ≤ N × (K + T ) do
5: Updating vertex feature vli by Equation 7
6: for 1 ≤ j ≤ N × (K + T ) do
7: Updating edge feature elij by Equation 10,11,12 and 13
8: end for
9: Predicting the query sample labels yˆli by Equation2
10: end for
11: end for
4.1. Datasets
In experiments, we use three benchmark datasets that are miniImageNet[1], tiered-
ImageNet [32], and FC100[33]. In miniImageNet dataset from ILSVRC-12 [34], RGB
images include 100 different classes, and each class has 600 samples. We adopt the
splits configuration [8] that respectively is 64,16,and 20 classes for training, valida-
tion and testing. In tieredImageNet dataset from ILSVRC-12 [34], there are more than
700k images from 608 classes. Moreover, 608 classes is collected for 34 higher-level
semantic classes, each of which has 10 to 20 classes. We also use the splits configura-
tion [8] that respectively is 351,97, and 160 for training, validation and testing. Each
class has about 1281 images. In FC100 dataset from CIFAR-100[35], there are 100
classes images grouped into 20 higher-level classes. Classes respectively are divided
into 60,20, and 20 for training, validation and testing. Each classes have 600 images of
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size 32× 32. Table 1 shows the statistics information of these datasets.
Table 1: Datasets statistics information in experiments. ] denotes the number.
Datasets ] Classes
] training
classes
] validation
classes
] testing
classes
] images
miniImageNet 100 64 16 20 60000
tieredImageNet 608 351 97 160 778848
FC100 100 60 20 20 60000
4.2. Experimental Configuration
Figure 4 describes the network architecture of the proposed HOSP-GNN in de-
tails. The feature extracting network is the same architecture in the recent works[1]
[2] [3] [8], and specifically includes four convolutional blocks with 3 × 3 kernel, one
linear unit, one bach normalization and one leakReLU unit for few-shot models. Other
parts of network is detailed in figure 4. To conveniently compare with other meth-
ods(baseline methods and state-of-the-art methods), we set the layer number L to 3 in
the proposed HOSP-GNN.
To train the proposed HOSP-GNN model, we use Adam optimizer with the learning
rate 5× 10−4 and weight decay 10−6. The mini-batch size of meta-learning task is set
to 40 or 20 for 5-way-1-shot or 5-way-5-shot experiments. The loss coefficient λ is set
to 10−5. Experimental results in this paper can be obtained by 100K iterations training
for miniImageNet and FC100, 200K iterations training for tieredImageNet.
We implement 5-way-1-shot or 5-way-5-shot experiments for evaluating the pro-
posed method. Specifically, we averagely sample 15 queries from each classes, and
randomly generate 600 episodes from the test set for calculating the averaged perfor-
mance of the queries classes.
4.3. Comparison with baseline approaches
The main framework of the proposed HOSP-GNN is constructed based on edge-
labeling graph neural network (EGNN)[8]. Their differences are the graph construc-
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tion and the manifold constraint for model training in episodic tasks. EGNN method
mainly considers the similarity and dissimilarity relationship between the pair-wise
samples, but does not involve the manifold structure constraint of each layer for learn-
ing few-shot model.In contrast, HOSP-GNN tries to capture the high-order structure re-
lationship between multi-samples ,fuses the similarity and dissimilarity relationship be-
tween the pair-wise samples, and constrains the model training by layer by layer man-
ifold structure loss. Therefore, the base-line methods include EGNN, HOSP-GNN-H-
S(the proposed HOSP-GNN only considers the high-order structure relationship and
the similarity relationship),HOSP-GNN-H-D(the proposed HOSP-GNN only considers
the high-order structure relationship and the dissimilarity relationship),HOSP-GNN-H
(the proposed HOSP-GNN only considers the high-order structure relationship),HOSP-
GNN-S (the proposed HOSP-GNN only considers the similarity relationship),and HOSP-
GNN-D (the proposed HOSP-GNN only considers the dissimilarity relationship), in
which H denotes the high-order structure relationship, S strands for the similarity rela-
tionship, and D represents the dissimilarity relationship.
Table 2: Comparison of the methods related the high-order structure (HOSP-GNN,HOSP-GNN-H-S,HOSP-
GNN-H-D,and HOSP-GNN-H)with baseline methods (EGNN,HOSP-GNN-S,and HOSP-GNN-D) for 5-
way-1-shot learning. Average accuracy (%)of the query classes is reported in random episodic tasks.
Method 5-way-1-shot
miniImageNet tieredImageNet FC100
EGNN [8] 52.46± 0.45 57.94± 0.42 35.00± 0.39
HOSP-GNN-D 52.44± 0.43 57.91± 0.39 35.55± 0.40
HOSP-GNN-S 52.86± 0.41 57.84± 0.44 35.48± 0.42
HOSP-GNN-H 69.52± 0.41 91.71± 0.28 76.24± 0.41
HOSP-GNN-H-D 78.82± 0.45 82.63± 0.26 82.27± 0.44
HOSP-GNN-H-S 88.15± 0.35 95.39± 0.20 83.65± 0.38
HOSP-GNN 93.93± 0.37 94.00± 0.24 76.79± 0.46
In Table 2 and 3, the methods related the high-order structure relationship show
the better performance in the base-line methods. However, the performance of HOSP-
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Table 3: Comparison of Comparison of the methods related the high-order structure (HOSP-
GNN,HOSP-GNN-H-S,HOSP-GNN-H-D,and HOSP-GNN-H) with baseline methods (EGNN,HOSP-GNN-
S,and HOSP-GNN-D) for 5-way-5-shot learning. Average accuracy (%)of the query classes is reported in
random episodic tasks.
Method 5-way-5-shot
miniImageNet tieredImageNet FC100
EGNN [8] 67.33± 0.40 68.93± 0.40 47.77± 0.42
HOSP-GNN-D 65.75± 0.43 68.30± 0.40 47.00± 0.41
HOSP-GNN-S 66.10± 0.42 68.64± 0.41 47.69± 0.41
HOSP-GNN-H 69.19± 0.44 90.06± 0.30 70.82± 0.46
HOSP-GNN-H-D 68.39± 0.42 91.11± 0.29 48.48± 0.43
HOSP-GNN-H-S 68.85± 0.42 91.16± 0.29 48.25± 0.43
HOSP-GNN 95.98± 0.21 98.44± 0.12 70.94± 0.51
GNN based on the high-order structure combination is different because of the adapt-
ability and coupling between the high-order structure and the pair-wise structure (sim-
ilarity or dissimilarity). Figure 5 demonstrates the validation accuracy with iteration
increasing for 5-way-1-shot or 5-way-5-shot in the different datasets. These processes
also indicate the effectiveness of the high-order structure for training few-shot model.
The details is analyzed in section 4.7.
4.4. Comparison with state-of-the-arts
In this section, we compare the proposed HOSP-GNN with the state-of-the-art
methods, which include EGNN[8],MLMT [21],ArL[22], and CML-BGNN[23], which
are detailed in section 2.2. These methods can capture the structure relationship of
the samples in the episodic tasks based on meta-learning for few-shot learning. The
difference of these method are based on the various processing ways to mine the struc-
ture relationship for few-shot models. Therefore,these methods denote the different
classification performance in the benchmark datasets. Table 4 and 5 express that the
performance of the proposed HOSP-GNN is greatly better than that of other methods.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5: Validation accuracy with iteration increasing for 5-way-1-shot or 5-way-5-shot in the different
datasets.(a),(c) and (e) for 5-way-1-shot in miniImageNet,tieredImageNet and FC100; (b),(d) and (f) for
5-way-5-shot in miniImageNet,tieredImageNet and FC100.
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It shows that the dependence of the episodic tasks can be better described by high-order
structure based on HOSP-GNN. The detailed analysis is demonstrated in section 4.7.
Table 4: Comparison of HOSP-GNN method with state-of-art methods (EGNN,MLMT,ArL,and CML-
BGNN) for 5-way-1-shot learning. Average accuracy (%)of the query classes is reported in random episodic
tasks.
Method 5-way-1-shot
miniImageNet tieredImageNet FC100
EGNN [8] 52.46± 0.45 57.94± 0.42 35.00± 0.39
MLMT [21] 72.41± 0.49 72.82± 0.52 null
ArL [22] 59.12± 0.67 null null
CML-BGNN [23] 88.62± 0.43 88.87± 0.51 67.67± 1.02
HOSP-GNN 93.93± 0.37 94.00± 0.24 76.79± 0.46
Table 5: Comparison of HOSP-GNN method with state-of-art methods (EGNN,MLMT,ArL,and CML-
BGNN) for 5-way-5-shot learning. Average accuracy (%)of the query classes is reported in random episodic
tasks.
Method 5-way-5-shot
miniImageNet tieredImageNet FC100
EGNN [8] 67.33± 0.40 68.93± 0.40 47.77± 0.42
MLMT [21] 84.96± 0.34 85.97± 0.35 null
ArL [22] 73.56± 0.45 null null
CML-BGNN [23] 92.69± 0.31 92.77± 0.28 63.93± 0.67
HOSP-GNN 95.98± 0.21 98.44± 0.12 70.94± 0.51
4.5. Semi-supervised few-shot learning
In support set, we label the part of samples on all classes for the robust test of
the learning model, and this situation is called semi-supervised few-shot learning.
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Therefore, we set 20%, 40%, and 100% labeled samples of the support set for 5-
way-5-shot learning in miniImageNet dataset. In this section, we compare the pro-
posed HOSP-GNN with three graph related methods, which are GNN[7],EGNN[8] and
CML-BGNN[23]. The common of these methods is based on graph for describing the
structure of the samples, while the difference of these methods is the various ways for
mining the structure of the samples. For example, GNN focuses on generic message-
passing mechanism for optimizing the samples structure;EGNN emphasizes on updat-
ing mechanism for evolving the edge feature;CML-BGNN cares about the continual
information of the episode tasks for structure complement; The proposed HOSP-GNN
expects to mine the high-order structure for connecting the separated tasks and pre-
serves the layer-by-layer manifold structure of the samples for constraining the model
learning.The detailed analysis is indicated in section 4.7.
Table 6: Semi-supervised few-shot learning for the graph related methods(GNN,EGNN,CML-BGNN and
the proposed HOSP-GNN) in miniImageNet dataset. Average accuracy (%)of the query classes is reported
in random episodic tasks.
Method miniImageNet 5-way-5-shot
20%-labeled 40%-labeled 100%-labeled
GNN [7] 52.45± 0.88 58.76± 0.86 66.41± 0.63
EGNN [8] 63.62± 0.00 64.32± 0.00 75.25± 0.49
CML-BGNN [23] 88.95± 0.32 89.70± 0.32 92.69± 0.31
HOSP-GNN 65.93± 0.38 67.06± 0.40 95.98± 0.21
4.6. Ablation experiments for the layer number and the loss
The proposed HOSP-GNN have two key points about structure evolution. One
is the influence of the layer for model learning in graph. Another is the layer-by-
layer manifold structure constraint for generating the better model with the preserved
structure. Therefore, we respectively evaluate these points by ablating the part of the
components from the whole model. The first experiment is about layers ablation, in
which we train one layer model, two layer model and tree layer model for few-shot
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learning in Table 7. The second experiment is about the different loss, in which we
set the various losses propagation for optimizing the model in Table 8.Table 9 shows
the parameter λ influence to the proposed HOSP-GNN. The detailed analysis of these
experimental results is shown in section 4.7.
Table 7: Comparison of the different layer model for the graph related methods(GNN,EGNN,CML-BGNN
and the proposed HOSP-GNN) in miniImageNet dataset. Average accuracy (%)of the query classes is re-
ported in random episodic tasks.
Method miniImageNet 5-way-1-shot
one layer model two layer model three layer model
GNN [7] 48.25± 0.65 49.17± 0.35 50.32± 0.41
EGNN [8] 55.13± 0.44 57.47± 0.53 58.65± 0.55
CML-BGNN [23] 85.75± 0.47 87.67± 0.47 88.62± 0.43
HOSP-GNN 75.13± 0.44 87.77± 0.37 93.93± 0.37
Method miniImageNet 5-way-5-shot
one layer model two layer model three layer model
GNN [7] 65.58± 0.34 67.21± 0.49 66.99± 0.43
EGNN [8] 67.76± 0.42 74.70± 0.46 75.25± 0.49
CML-BGNN [23] 90.85± 0.27 91.63± 0.26 92.69± 0.31
HOSP-GNN 67.86± 0.41 72.48± 0.37 95.98± 0.21
Table 8: Comparison of the different loss model for the proposed HOSP-GNN (HOSP-GNN-loss1 for label
loss in support set , and HOSP-GNN for the consideration of the label and manifold structure loss). Average
accuracy (%)of the query classes is reported in random episodic tasks.
Method 5-way-5-shot
miniImageNet tieredImageNet FC100
HOSP-GNN-loss1 92.29± 0.28 98.41± 0.12 65.47± 0.51
HOSP-GNN 95.98± 0.21 98.44± 0.12 70.94± 0.51
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Table 9: The tradeoff parameter λ influence to few-show learning in miniImageNet.
Method miniImageNet 5-way-
5-shot
λ
10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7
HOSP-GNN 94.65±
0.22
93.71±
0.25
93.43±
0.25
95.98±
0.21
95.31±
0.21
91.89±
0.30
4.7. Experimental results analysis
In above experiments, there are ten methods used for comparing with the pro-
posed HOSP-GNN. In the baseline methods (HOSP-GNN,EGNN [8], HOSP-GNN-
H-S, HOSP-GNN-H-D, HOSP-GNN-H, HOSP-GNN-S and HOSP-GNN-D),we can
capture the various structure information of the samples for constructing the similar
learning model. In the state-of-the-art methods (EGNN[8], MLMT [21], ArL[22],
,CML-BGNN[23] and HOSP-GNN), we demonstrate the model learning results based
on the different networks framework for mining the relevance between the separated
tasks. In the semi-supervised methods (GNN[7],EGNN[8] , CML-BGNN[23] and
HOSP-GNN), we can find the labeled samples number to the performance influence
for the robust testing of these methods. In ablation experiments, we build the different
layers model(one layer model, two layer model and three layer model) and the various
loss model (HOSP-GNN-loss1 and HOSP-GNN) for indicating their effects. The pro-
posed HOSP-GNN can jointly consider the high-order structure and the layer-by-layer
manifold structure constraints to effectively recognize the new categories. From these
experiments, we have the following observations and analysis.
• The proposed HOSP-GNN and its Variants (HOSP-GNN-H-S, HOSP-GNN-H-
D and HOSP-GNN-H) greatly outperform the base-line methods(HOSP-GNN-S,
HOSP-GNN-D and EGNN) in table 2,table 3, and figure 5. The common char-
acteristic of these methods (the proposed HOSP-GNN and its Variants) involves
the high-order structure for learning model. Therefore,it shows that the high-
order structure can better associate with the samples from the different tasks for
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improving the performance of few-shot learning.
• The performance of the proposed HOSP-GNN and its Variants(HOSP-GNN-H-
S, HOSP-GNN-H-D and HOSP-GNN-H) indicate the different results in the var-
ious dataset and experimental configuration in table 2, table 3, and figure 5. In 5-
way-1-shot learning, HOSP-GNN has the better performance than other methods
in miniImageNet, while HOSP-GNN-H-S indicates the better results than oth-
ers in tieredImageNet and FC100. In 5-way-5-shot learning, HOSP-GNN also
shows the better performance than others in miniImageNet,tierdImageNet,and
FC100. It shows that similarity, dissimilarity and high-order structure have the
different influence to the model performance in the various datasets. For ex-
ample, similarity,dissimilarity and high-order structure have the positive effect
for recognizing the new categories in miniImageNet and tierdImageNet, while
dissimilarity produces the negative effect for learning model in FC100. In any
situation, high-order structure has an important and positive role for improving
the model performance.
• The proposed HOSP-GNN obviously is superior to other state-of-the-art meth-
ods in table 4 and 5. These methods focus on the different aspects, which are the
graph information mining based on EGNN[8], the across task information ex-
ploitation based on MLMT [21], the semantic-class relationship utilization based
on ArL[22], the history information association based on CML-BGNN[23], and
the high-order structure exploration based on HOSP-GNN. The proposed HOSP-
GNN can not only exploit the across task structure by the extension association
of the high-order structure , but also use the latent manifold structure to constrain
the model learning, so the proposed HOSP-GNN obtains the best performance
in these methods.
• The proposed HOSP-GNN demonstrates the better performance than the graph
related methods(GNN[7], EGNN[8], and CML-BGNN[23]) based on the more
labeled samples in table 6. The enhanced structure of the more labeled samples
can efficiently propagate the discriminative information to the new categories by
the high-order information evolution based on the graph. The labeled sample
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number has few influence on model learning based on CML-BGNN[23]. In con-
trast, labeled sample number has an important impact on model learning based
on the graph related methods(GNN[7], EGNN[8], and HOSP-GNN).
• In the different layer model experiments, the proposed HOSP-GNN indicates
the various performance with layer number changing in table 7. In 5-way-1-shot
learning, HOSP-GNN has the better performance than other methods, while in 5-
way-5-shot learning, CML-BGNN[23] shows the more challenging results than
other methods. It demonstrates that layer number has an important impact on
the high-order structure evolution. We can obtain the significant improvement
based on the more layer model of HOSP-GNN for 5-way-5-shot in miniIma-
geNet, while the performances of other methods almost are not changing with
the layer number increasing. Therefore, the proposed HOSP-GNN trends to the
more layers to exploit the high-order structure for few-shot learning.
• In table 8, the different losses (supervised label loss and manifold structure loss)
are considered for constructing few-shot model. HOSP-GNN (the method model
based on supervised label loss and manifold structure loss) can show the better
performance than HOSP-GNN-loss1(the approach involves the model with the
supervised label loss). It expresses that manifold constraint with the layer-by-
layer evolution can enhance the performance of model because of the intrinsic
distribution consistence on the samples of the different task.
5. Conclusion
To associate and mine the samples relationship in the different tasks, we have
presented high-order structure preserving graph neural network(HOSP-GNN) for few-
shot learning. HOSP-GNN can not only describe high-order structure relationship by
the relative metric in multi-samples, but also reformulate the updating rules of graph
structure by the alternate computation between vertexes and edges based on high-order
structure. Moreover, HOSP-GNN can enhance the model learning performance by the
layer-by-layer manifold structure constraint for few-shot classification. Finally, HOSP-
GNN can jointly consider similarity, dissimilarity and high-order structure to exploit
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the metric consistence between the separated tasks for recognizing the new categories.
For evaluating the proposed HOSP-GNN, we carry out the comparison experiments
about the baseline methods,the state of the art methods, the semi-supervised fashion,
and the layer or loss ablation on miniImageNet, tieredImageNet and FC100. In exper-
iments, HOSP-GNN demonstrates the prominent results for few-shot learning.
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